Known Issue: KI9.2-010-HR: Pay Group is Erroneously Changing in Job Data

**POSTED:** January 16, 2020

**STATUS:** Active

**Audience:** Human Resources Practitioners

**Known Issue:** Periodically when a row is being added to Job Data, either through manual data entry or auto-update through MSS transaction, the pay group is being changed in Job Data to an incorrect pay group for the position.

**Functional Workaround:** Go into Job Data and correct the pay group in Job Data using Correct History/Correction Mode.

**Tentative Resolution Information:** OneUSG Connect Support and Development teams are reviewing and an update will be provided as soon as possible.

**More Information and Support:** Contact OneUSG Connect Support at oneusgsupport@usg.edu.

Information on all active and resolved known issues is available at www.usg.edu/oneusg_connect under Practitioner Services.